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RR#9 (Newkirk/McClure) 

Stone Soup or Rabbit Stew 

“When Adam said that it was too bad that Thomas [the rabbit] got away, Susan 

shot back. „Do you want him to become rabbit stew?‟” (Newkirk 7). 

 Thomas Newkirk‟s book, Listening In, discusses some of the simple issues of classroom 

observation and analysis. As Newkirk analyzes his observation after taking notes in Patricia 

McLure‟s elementary school classroom one day, he acknowledges two theories of teaching and 

explains their consequences. The old theory, which I will call Stone Soup
i
, supports a 

“modeling” theory. This is where the instructor acts out how an assignment or project should be 

done (Newkirk 6). Then the students mimic his actions, resulting in a solution similar to what 

the instructor got or would have gotten. The newer theory exemplified by McLure, which I will 

call Rabbit Stew, allows students a silent space in which the instructor does not lead the 

discussion, but allows it to flow in whatever direction students choose (Newkirk 8).  

 As Newkirk considers these directions, he concedes that the often chosen and esteemed 

Stone Soup method may not be the best anymore. Where it used to set the standard for students 

to follow, more clearly seen is that it now inhibits and prohibits student creativity and 

exploration in literacy. Perhaps the ideal result has no set expectations. Therefore, Newkirk 

applauds the newer theory of Rabbit Stew where students engage and make connections on a 

student‟s level, or even, culture.  

 The culture of a classroom, as we learned from Losey, varies in every classroom. 

Literacy taught through discussion on the levels of each culture would be much richer. Robbing 

students of the opportunity for self-expression seems wrong; and we have been doing that for 

decades. So, my question is: How do you teach students to follow the rhetiquette that will help 

them navigate academia without molding the creativity out of them? 

 There seems to be no clear cut answer for that, but an experienced instructor through 

trial and error may discover what works best in a general sense. In every sense, instruction 

needs to be adjusted for every classroom culture. In my last observation in a Senior Seminar 

class, the instructor broke tradition by sitting in the back of the class while his student‟s 

presented up in front. Technically, he allowed (?) open discussion as the students shared their 

thoughts, uninterrupted by the instructor. The students went where they wanted to go with the 

topic of the book The Somnambulist, thus covering subversion, myth, and prostitution by 

choice. They could make connections as they chose, but of course needed to back those 



arguments with scholarly supports. Once done, the instructor then stepped in to corral what was 

said and draw connections that he felt important to his objective in teaching from that book. 

 Ironically, the instructor joked with the students up front about the idea that if they 

wanted to de-center the class, then they should not have sat in the authority position at the front 

of the room. One student‟s joking retort was that they could turn the time over to the instructor 

at the back of the room at anytime and no longer would the control be in the front of the room. 

The irony came to view as I spoke with that instructor after class. He commented that even 

though these students wanted free-rein on this assignment, they kept coming to him for support 

and direction on which way to proceed and or asked him to confirm that where they were 

heading was “okay.” 

 I experience this same issue in my class specifically when I taught the grammar section. 

The assignment for my students was to design a PPT in which they would teach one area of 

grammar. I did not model the assignment in the beginning other than telling them not to exceed 

5-7 slides. Later, I presented a rubric, which served as a type of visual modeling. Upon 

completion of the assignment, I asked my students to write evaluations of what they thought of 

the project. The one evaluation that stands out in my mind stated that: “You should have given 

us an example to follow”!!! 

 Sometimes learning so many diverse theories for the classroom seems overwhelming. 

When I think I have a winner, another one better subverts that champion. But, as I go on and 

engage these theories and apply them to teaching literacy in classroom cultures, I find that the 

most valuable tool is not the theory, but the ability to know when and why to use each theory. 

For each culture, one day the menu might be Stone Soup, and on another given day, Rabbit 

Stew. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
i
 Stone Soup by Marcia Brown is the story about poor travelers who have no food, but methodically collect 
carrots, onions, etc. from people along their route for a soup that originally only contained stones. 


